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Les Brown is one of the most popular motivational speakers in the world today. In It's Not Over Until

You Win!, Brown offers a powerful and inspirational plan to help people overcome any obstacle in

their lives.  Les Brown has been through countless ups and downs, suffering through personal and

career crises including the cancellation of his television show and the death of his beloved mother.

In this unique audio program, Brown tells you how he rose from those depths and how you can, too.

It's Not Over Until You Win! demonstrates:  &#149; How to cope with the loss of a loved one 

&#149; How to recover self-esteem when you lose your job  &#149; How to keep away from

self-destructive behavior  It's Not Over Until You Win! captures the amazing spirit of Brown's electric

speaking style in a sure-fire empowerment audiobook that will help you take your life to a higher

level of satisfaction and fulfillment.
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Short version of this review: Read the other 5-star reviews, they practically emulate my

feelings.Long version:I'm one of those open-minded, accepting people that retains a healthy dose of

skepticism. I might be willing to try anything, but I don't let those ideas invade my actions unless I

spend some time researching and reflecting on it.. making it make sense to me in every way

possible. It's typical of me to hear someone's ideas and internally dismiss them completely

(keyword: internally. I'm not rude).My girlfriend started on this "Laws of Attraction," "The Secret,"

"The New Thought Movement," "The Power of Positive Thinking" philosophy and mindset, and she

listens to popular motivational speakers to help root these action plans when the going gets tough.



They generally bore me, but I admit sometimes some of the ideas and mental exercises are fun to

think about, so I endure them. One day, she was listening to a mix of specific speeches from

different speakers and Les Brown was one of them, and this is what what selected from his

speeches:"Imagine, if you will, being on your death bed and standing around your bed are the

ghosts of the dreams, the ideas, the abilities, the talents given to you by life and that you â€“ for

whatever reason â€“ you never went after that dream; you never acted on those ideas; you never

used those talents; you never used those gifts. And there they are standing around your bed looking

at you with large angry eyes, saying 'We came to you and only you could have given us life, and

now we must die with you forever.'"That small speech moved me so much. I'm a very conceptual

person and at the time I had been making so many excuses for not putting my ideas down on paper

or sharing them, so the speech really related to me. I've picked up his and a few other speakers'

audio books and physical books, and this one didn't disappoint.

Les Brown shares true stories from his own life, experiences, and distills them into great pearls of

wisdom. If you need someone to help perk you up, listen to Les Brown's CD. If you think you have

problems that you can't overcome, listen to Les Brown's CD. If you think you have been dealt a poor

deck of card for living, listen to Les Brown's CD.A must have audio book to keep, re-listen, and

share.William TehInvestor | Author | EntrepreneurTTTrends Investments

I just saw Les Brown live in person at a company sales meeting. He is a great speaker who deliver a

dynamic and powerful message. His advice can be applied to all aspects of life. Seeing and hearing

his message in person is a phenomenal experience, but if you can't do that I would recommend

purchasing this product.

I really like how he started off as just an average person and he works his way up to show you that

anyone can do what they really want to do, especially if it is their God given purpose. You realize

that you were special all along even though some people doubted you and didn't have faith in you.

Sometimes we don't have faith in ourselves without even realizing it. I recommend this dvd to the

people that may need some motivation and especially to those that are not using their God given gift

that they know that they have inside. Let's get busy people! Time is so short!! Don't die regretting

what you could of done

Life can be so challenging, it feels great to see we are not alone and we can go for the best. This



audio book will open your eyes on what is available to you. You just have to listen to it often!

This item came exactly the way it was described. It was very well packaged. It is two audio CD's so I

expected a flat parcel but no, it came very well protected in a box. Very pleased with my order!!

I have listen to this CD over and over again and it has helped me rebuild my life. It shows that life is

worth living and there will be the extreme ups and the extremely hard Downs but if we just hang in

there.. these times aren't here to stay they come to past so as you can see this audio book has

been a very very great tool to listen to and follow.I truly recommended this series its not over until

you and I win!!

Mr. Brown is clearly talented and has some wonderful things to say. Unfortunately, this audio tape is

touted (and labeled) "How to Become the Person You Always Wanted to Be - No Matter What the

Obstacle" but should have been called "A Compendium of My Life" or "How I Survived the

Cancellation of My Syndicated Show Without Sour Grapes." In the part I listened to before I

discovered the defect in the tape (about 2/3) the tape amounted to about 80% autobiography and

20% directly related to the title and the representation on the packaging. Brown is easy and fun to

listen to (if your copy doesn't go bonkers like mine did) but don't expect him to reveal sufficient

wisdom about recovering from life's low spots. The gems he shares are quite good but they become

hidden within his lifetime problems and there is little there to tie them together, in the part I could

hear.
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